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Major Activities in IA
Redesigning tracking
algorithms for HL-LHC
■

■

Determination of charged-particle
trajectories (“tracking”) is largest
component of CPU for event
reconstruction
IRIS-HEP investigations
– More efﬁcient algorithms
– More performant algorithms
– Use of hardware accelerators

Exploiting major advances in
machine learning (ML)
■

■

ML in HEP may be a major opportunity
– Capitalize on industry and data science
techniques and tools
– Could reduce CPU needs
– Could lead to wider use of accelerators
IRIS-HEP investigations
– New HEP applications of ML
– Use of new ML techniques
– ML on accelerators in realistic HEP apps

ML on FPGAs contributions to
HLS4ML / FastML
■

IRIS-HEP goals were to identifying speciﬁc use cases
and operational scenarios for use of FPGA-based
algorithms in experiment software trigger, event
reconstruction or analysis algorithms

■

The FastML workshop at FNAL attracted nearly 200
people and partly served as a blueprint workshop to
build a roadmap towards accelerated ML applications
and demonstration goals

■ The IRIS-HEP team has recently started two related
(but more broadly applicable) NSF projects:
Advancing Science with Accelerated Machine
Learning and Machine learning and FPGA
computing for real-time applications in big-data
physics experiments
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New focus for IRIS-HEP in this area is on
developing and demonstrating applications
We aim to demonstrate the physics performance of FPGA-friendly machine
learning based algorithms relative to current production algorithms
CMS HCAL local reconstruction - determination of the in-time and
out-of-time charge for reconstruction hits.
■ Pixel clustering using graph neural networks
■
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Parallel Tracking contributions to
mkFit project
■

Develop track ﬁnding/ﬁtting implementations that work efﬁciently on
many-core architectures (vectorized and parallelized algorithms): 4x
faster track building w/ similar physics performance in realistic
benchmark comparisons
– Recently integrated into CMSSW
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mkFit post CMSSW integration
Substantial progress towards ﬁrst draft of mkFit publication
Looking at GCC vs ICC performance comparisons
(higher levels of vectorization achieved by ICC vs GCC)
Continued improvement in physics performance achieved (using HLT-like
conﬁguration as ﬁrst use case)
Investigating GPU demonstrators, including strip tracker unpacking
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Tracking contributions to ACTS Project
■

■

Open-source software project for multi-experiment
track reconstruction built on the extensive experience in
track reconstruction in the ATLAS experiment.
IRIS-HEP contributions include
– Development of the Kalman Filter
– Porting ACTS seeding code to run on GPUs
– Ongoing development of Combinatorial Kalman
Filter
– Developing connections with other experiments
(e.g. Belle-2, JLAB) who may be interested in using
ACTS
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Engagement with the Allen project

IRIS-HEP contributing to
■
■

Enabling run-time algorithm conﬁgurability
Adding asynchronous monitoring capabilities
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Upcoming workshops

https://indico.cern.ch/event/809820/overview
http://cern.ch/CTD2020

Community Building
■

IA projects have established a consensus around tracking and use of machine learning
techniques as critical challenges and are working to address them ﬁrst

■

Some IA projects are already being integrated with LHC experimental software applications
– Completed: MkFit into CMS
– Ongoing: ACTS into ATLAS , ML4Vertexing into LHCb

■

IA members have numerous community leadership roles, including:
– HSF working group leadership (software trigger and reconstruction, simulation))
– Organizing community workshops and conferences
■ Tracking workshop around ACTS at Berkeley and DESY (May 2020), FASTML blueprint
workshop at FNAL, ML4Jets (January 2020, NYU), Workshop at NeuroIPS 2019,
Connecting the Dots (April 2020, Princeton)
IA developments impact the broader community
– Developing connections with other experiments exploring the use of ACTS
(including Belle-2, JLAB, LDMX, eIC)
– Industry connections (e.g. Microsoft) from HL4ML
– MkFit co-development with DUNE, University of Oregon

■
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Backups
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Focus Area: Innovative Algorithms
Developing and reengineering algorithms for critical
HEP software applications. Primary focus areas:
■
■

real-time data processing in the software trigger
ofﬂine reconstruction
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ML4Jets project to establish and curate common
metrics and datasets for algorithm development
Crossover project to connect with diverse segments of machine learning community.
Strong connections with theoretical community interested in jet physics
■

Tree Neural network approach demonstrated on reference dataset

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.09914.pdf

